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About This Game

ABOUT THE GAME

It is just a red tomato with a stupid hat. He tries to look like a cool tomb raider, rolling and jumping all over the maps.
Help him find all the treasures in the mystic castle or watch him die...in many painful ways.

Tomato Jones 2 is a sequel of its greatly fun predecessor - "Tomato Jones" already
available on Steam.

It is a physics-based puzzle/adventure game. It combines the classical gameplay of an RPG platformers with the skill driven
game style of the ball rolling games.

Your goal is to collect all coins and the hidden golden artefact at the end of each level, while avoiding various dangerous traps,
obstacles and enemies.

The game is crafted in the atmosphere of "Indiana Jones" movies, while trying to be as funny and humorous as it can be.
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Take a look at the...

NEW FEATURES

 30 beautiful and challenging levels (10 more than its predecessor)

 Great looking "soft body" tomato physics and way better graphics.

 Many new and dangerous traps

 New approach to camera movement and viewing angles

 Completely new world map and areas to explore.

 Fun soundtrack and SFX

 Multiple funny hats to choose from

 Tons of ketchup

And hey...you can still drive mine carts ;)

Tomato Jones 2 is harder than its predecessor and we strongly recommend also playing the first game 
http://store.steampowered.com/app/499460/Tomato_Jones/
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Title: Tomato Jones 2
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
HA Studio Ltd.
Publisher:
HA Studio Ltd.
Release Date: 12 May, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or better

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 550Ti or ATI analog - with 1 GB RAM or better

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 750 MB available space

Sound Card: Compatible with DirectX9.0c

English,Simplified Chinese
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As soon as i started the game, My wife came back to me, My son came back from the dead, And I became a happier man.
Thank you Tomato Jones.. i can't even play it rigt now cause \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 opengl but still good game. Tomato
Jones is a great example of the perfect male body. sucks\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665through a crazy straw. 10\/10.
its a little tricky not my cup of tea but very well made heres a link to my play 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=CB6-sTeZxwk
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god i wish that were me. Easily the greatest the purchase I have made. Be warned though, it won't run well unless you have an i7
and a 1000 series NVidia gpu. Makes a great wedding gift!. Tomato Jones is back to face the danger! If the first game was hard,
this one will make you see a tomato that will be mashed, drowned, burnt and a more over and over and over and over again XD

The old controls are back. You can move forward, backward, left and right as well jump, which will require all of your
platforming skills to dominate such moves.

The addition of water is a plus, it is funny to see the tomato drowning lol

Another plus is that you now can put those coins you collect into use to buy other hats for Tomato Jones which are the ones the
enemies use (helmet, the indian headdress, a viking helmet, a feathered hat (which reminds me a lot to the one The Mask uses
XD) and that hat the Generals use which I don't remember its name right now n.nU

At least now you can give your tomato a new look with those hats XD

And of course, you don't even have to waste your breath getting angry when you die since the game does that for you pretty well
with all those funny phrases you randomly get when Tomato Jones dies XD

Just a thing for Ati graphics owners. The game loads well, you can play well, but when you finish a level, if you click on any of
the options (next level, return to map or exit game), the game will freeze. I already reported this to the game's dev via Tomato
Jones facebook page and he will look into it :)

It may not happen with all the Ati models, but I thought in tell you so you won't get the surprise. Then again the game just got
launched, so it is normal for it to have some bugs here and there, but nothing that can't be solved via an update later.

The game's price remains in a very affordable price, and you will get a really fun and challenging game, which reminds you of
the glorious old school gaming. That one in which the games weren't too complex and yet they were challenging and fun :).
Tomato Fortress 2, you can change the hat.. this game made my hungry again. Tomato Jones has saved my life for once, and this
has made it twice. Just remember when you pull out that gun think of the little tomato wearing a straw hat rolling.

He will not leave you
Hail the tomato
Be the tomato
10\/10 best game series ever. Tomato Jones 2!!!. First person to write a review for Tomato Jones 2

Also this is waaay harder than tomato jones the original
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